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**Objective:** Many key experimental plasma diagnostics are sensitive to kinetic velocity distributions of the plasma particles, providing key validations of the physics understanding. The proposed 4½D Fokker-Planck Transport (4DFPT) project goal is to calculate accurate, whole-plasma, gyro-averaged kinetic electron and ion distribution functions for toroidally symmetric fusion energy plasmas, compatible with both supercomputing and laboratory computational resources. Non-toroidal symmetric edge phenomena will be addressed, hence the 4½D. The objective is a robust, sufficiently accurate, computationally tractable, kinetic distribution model, useful, through comparison with synthetic diagnostics, for routine interpretation of nonthermal distributions in auxiliary heated plasmas. Both steady-state and time-dependent ion and electron distributions at the transport time scale will be obtained, including crucial NBI/RF/fusion/Ohmic auxiliary heating sources.

**Methods:** Such a project has been partially realized with the widely used multi-species CQL3D finite-orbit-width (FOW) bounce-average Fokker-Planck code [1]. However, CQL3D with strictly 3D (v,θ,p), with bounce-averaging are significant restrictions regards whole device modeling. Application for whole device modeling can be achieved by coupling CQL3D with the non-bounce-averaged 4/5D COGENT [2-4] neoclassical code, each code operating in their domains of valid approximation, and including the important effects of neutral gas. Neutral particle effects will be treated by coupling with UEDGE[5] and/or GTNEUT[6,7] informed by nonthermal plasma distributions. CQL3D is primarily oriented towards RF, NB/fusion and Etor sources which are major factors in production of the nonthermal distributions. It is coupled to the general RF ray tracing code GENRAY[8] and full wave RF codes AORSA[9,10] and TORIC[11,12]. NB and fusion particle sources are calculated internally. CQL3D/COGENT also provide the important neoclassical transport and particle loss influences on kinetic distributions. Diffusion coefficients for classical and anomalous transport are also readily incorporated. Toroidally symmetric equilibria consistent with RF/NB/fusion/applied-Etor driven plasma currents will form a basis for the particle orbits. Code and physics validation is achieved by comparison of the derived synthetic diagnostic signals against energy and pitch angle dependent experimental plasma diagnostics.

Moreover, important non-toroidally-symmetric effects near the plasma periphery, such as ripple, metal limiters, and RF antennas, can be included through the 5D COGENT code. Nonthermal plasma sheath formation at divertor surfaces have previously been simulated with the FPET Fokker-Planck collisions code in 3d (v,theta,distance-long-B) [13] capturing some of the effects to be further addressed with the COGENT part of the proposed code suite.

All present-day FP codes use various approximations because a direct solve of the relevant 6D kinetic equation (3 spatial + 3 velocity) is formidable even for modern super-computers. Speedup of the proposed calculations is achieved by averaging (1) in the toroidal direction, (2) over gyro-angle, and (3) with CQL3D for low collisionality particles, over particle bounce; this gives distributions valid on the slower collision and transport time-scales. We are proposing to exploit the best features of two finite-volume-discretization FP codes --- CQL3D-FOW and COGENT, both based on guiding-center orbits --- which will provide a unified kinetic description across all regions of plasma, and also cover a broad energy range relevant to nonthermal tail particle distributions from NBI and RF plasma heating.

**Specifics:** The bounce-average FP code CQL3D developed by CompX is used by many national laboratories, universities and private companies inside and outside the U.S. The code is favored by experimentalists because of (1) physics-based modeling of RF/NBI induced nonthermal distribution functions, (2) its large set of synthetic diagnostics tools, (3) speed, (4) simplicity of use starting from a set of run templates, and (5) ready support from CompX. It is also coupled to other software such as the Plasma State, and is part of the SciDAC Integrated Plasma Simulator project. Rapid execution is
achieved by averaging the kinetic equations over all periodic coordinates, under the assumption of low collisionality, which is typically valid for 90% of the plasma radius. On the other hand, such bounce-average formalism is not suitable in conditions of higher collisionality or open flux surfaces, that is, at low velocities or at the plasma edge, for which COGENT has been developed.

COGENT is a 4/5D neoclassical edge code being developed at LLNL and LBL for plasma edge modeling. The present version of the code models a nonlinear axisymmetric 4D gyrokinetic equation coupled to the long-wavelength limit of the gyro-Poisson equation. There are two configuration dimensions: flux surface coordinate and poloidal angle, and two velocity-space dimensions: parallel velocity and magnetic-moment. In the 5D instantiation, toroidal variations are supported. The divertor version of the code is presently being tested in cross-separatrix neoclassical simulations including effects of the X-point geometry and fully nonlinear FP collisions.

The coupling between the two codes will be based on iterations. CQL3D code will normally obtain solutions over most of the plasma, \( r/a < 0.9 \) (giving short computer runs), while COGENT will calculate distribution functions in the higher collisionality edge plasma (more CPU-intensive runs). Additional coupling will utilize a boundary in velocity space: COGENT will thus be used in the limited velocity range where bounce-averaging is invalid (up to a few \( V_{\text{thermal}} \) and near the plasma edge), while the faster CQL3D can accurately handle the range up to \( 20^{*}V_{\text{thermal}} \) and beyond, within its range of validity. The auxiliary heating sources, experimental modeling features, and synthetic diagnostics from CQL3D will be interfaced to COGENT. This approach will provide access to a set of powerful synthetic diagnostic tools which have become very popular among experimentalists, users of CQL3D, but will now include the whole plasma out to the plasma vacuum chamber. Neoclassical physics, e.g., bootstrap current toroidal and radial electric field/toroidal rotation, RF/NBI components, important finite-orbit-width power deposition broadening and wall losses, will be addressed. Important RF full-wave diffusion and pinch terms will be addressed through collaboration with RF-SciDAC. Total level of support required for the 4DFPT demonstration project is 1.2 FTE for 3 years.

**Initial Results:** Initial coupling results in radius between CQL3D and COGENT, shown in Fig. 1, have been obtained under a FY13 Phase I SBIR project, and this proposal will build on the results there obtained, and on the working relationship formed between the project members.

**Applications:** Code validation efforts will be conducted against experimental results in the major US tokamaks. An objective is to engage the fusion community in code use for the interpretation of toroidal plasma devices, in particular, experimentalists and graduate students. A principle application will also be calculation of ITER heating and current drive profiles and fast particles losses, for plasma driven by fusion, NB, ICRF, LH, and EC systems, and with plasma radial transport losses calculated from neoclassical theory and additional physics-based levels of microturbulence.

**Fig. 1.** (a) Local distribution function from CQL3D, in normalized \((V_\|, \mu)\) coordinates, given at \( r=33\text{cm} \ (r/a=0.5) \) and coupled to COGENT at that radius; (b,c) Distribution function obtained by COGENT (evolving from Maxwellians at \( t=0 \)) at \( t=6\times10^{-6} \text{ sec} \) (\( \sim \tau_{\text{bounce}} \) for fast ions), shown for two selected radial points at the outerboard/midplane region.
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